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Find the nearest store
Find

Free shipping across US
Discover more

Check shipping options
Discover more

Try your mattress in store
Discover more

Ask support to our customer care
Discover more




Buy the Magniflex collections,
masterpieces of comfort and relaxation.
Discover the entire range of Magniflex products and let yourself be inspired.
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BEST SELLER
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Find your best mattress











Who will sleep on the new mattress?
Me
My partner and I
Me and my baby
My guest

Begin test 
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OUR ESSENCEAt night, we bring life to your days
for over 60 years.
Thanks to its ultra-performing technology, Magniflex offers you the experience of living your every day to the fullest
Discover more


We build the world we dream of
choosing shared paths of sustainable growth

to leave a more livable world for future generations.
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We believe in a sustainable future
Discover more
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Discover more


Your well-being recharged
Life stories
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Champions choose Magnistretch
Discover more


Lying down in the sun becomes a unique experience
Discover more
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Discover more



Find the store near you
Store Locator





[image: racconti-di-vita-center]Afternoon nap: yes or no?
Are you a fan of taking a nap after lunch? Have you ever wondered if it’s good for you?
Read more

[image: racconti-di-vita-center]2023 trends for furnishing the bedroom
It’s time to see in what direction 2023 is heading in terms of furniture choices, particularly when it comes to the bedroom.
Read more

[image: racconti-di-vita-center]Sleep and the immune system
Getting enough good sleep is important for our physical and mental health, but it is also crucial for the proper functioning of the immune system.
Read more


Slow Sleep Blog
Go to the blog
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Our certifications
Discover more
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Tel +39 057451011 - Fax +39 0574 5101.235 - info@magniflex.com
Magniflex: Prodotto da Alessanderx S.p.a.
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NewsletterKEEP UP WITH THE NEWS FROM MAGNIFLEX




































